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Introduction

“The Digital Orientalist” is the name of an online magazine focused on using computer technology in research related to one of the domains of the Humanities that can be or has traditionally been called “Oriental.” Thus, we mean “Oriental” in the sense of how learned societies use it such as the American Oriental Society, or the Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft, or in the sense of institutions such as Institut national des langues et civilisations orientales in Paris or the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. While the background history of the magazine will explain how the name has a rather innocent origin, we realize that the name is problematic. More than once, people have complained about it, considering it outdated at best, arrogant at worst. We do not mean it to be like that but rather, we see similar problems and solutions related to computer technology, among these various fields of Humanities that come together under the banner of “oriental”. In this article, we explain more fully our raison d’être.

The background

Our magazine grew out of a blog with the same name, which the current editor-in-chief, Cornelis van Lit, ran between 2013 and 2018. His main motivation to start the blog was to get discussions going on how to practice our jobs and studies in this digital age. From the early 2010s, he was developing little hacks and best practices that made life a bit easier for his own research needs in Islamic Studies. He thought he might as well share them with others, as a means to start such discussions. Since computer-proficiency is generally very low in Islamic Studies globally, he did not consider his blog to be “Digital Humanities” but simply focused on the everyday technological problems of a normal workflow. Topics included how to organize files on your
computer in a useful way, how to strategize for making backups, how to type in Arabic, and critical impressions of different machines to digitize books. Initially, the idea was to write small blog entries in preparation for a general guide on how to use computers in your studies or research, applicable to the Humanities in general and with a low level of entry. Such a book is still a desideratum, since the undergraduate curricula of most programs in the Humanities still pretend like we live in a paper world, but the blog did not develop in this direction.

Instead, Van Lit invested first in reflecting on the future of scholarship, and then turned his attention to digitized manuscripts. In 2016, he organized a panel at the Annual Meeting of the American Oriental Society, which was one of the few that brought together people from the different tracks that the conference is usually organized by (“Digital Orientalism: Using computer technology in our day-to-day workflow”). Its success proved that there was a demand for a cross-disciplinary discussion on integrating technology into our research. In 2018, this challenge was taken up as the blog became a magazine. Now, not one person but a team assembled from various disciplines run it. Currently, The Digital Orientalist covers African Studies, Islamic Studies, Ancient Near East Studies, and Japan Studies. Next to each topic being run by an editor, an editor-in-chief and a social media manager round out the team. The expansion of the team and wider breath of topics resulted in an increase of visibility and traffic, with currently about a thousand visitors per month. Although these above-mentioned areas constitute the main categories under which the editors write, the Digital Orientalist is also open to guest contributors and their texts about digital humanities.

In terms of content, articles are relatively short (between 500 and 1 000 words) and written in accessible, conversational English. This reflects our readership, which includes not only academics, but students and librarians, many of whom desire concise content which can be read during their busy schedules. This also encourages serialization, and readers will therefore notice that longer pieces are often split into a number of parts. Articles can broadly be described as theoretical reflections and practical examples of how computers can be used in a scholar’s everyday workflow to improve or reinvent the way in which they work. As such, articles tend to focus on problems and solutions faced by scholars of Asia, Africa and the Middle East in their research. This could include the writers’ own development of digital tools and solutions to problems faced in their research, their use and experiences with pre-existent tools, hardware and software reviews, tutorials and interviews. Nevertheless, the Digital Orientalist is not concerned with merely pointing readers to potentially useful resources; it seeks to add value by grounding its articles in the authors’ personal experience. The Digital Orientalist could therefore be described as an experiential publication, it is grounded in the experience and reflections of its authors. Rather than talking about using cutting-edge technology to yield extraordinary new scholarly insights, the Digital Orientalists shows readers ways in which we can improve our scholarship here and now.

There is a variety of topics that the contributors of the digital magazine write including the use of digital humanities in teaching, the role of digital tools in archaeology, the personalized browser extensions for academic purposes, digital tools for research workflow, digital libraries, digitization and archiving, coding, online resources and use of geo information systems in humanities research. One of the fundamental principles
behind the existence of the Digital Orientalist is to create a Digital Humanities knowledge base that the researchers could stay up-to-date on the recent "digital" developments in their fields. In doing so, neither the editors nor the contributors of the magazine employs a from above approach. Articles published in the Digital Orientalist are not preoccupied with showing the readers the best ways to integrate computers in their research but with providing a platform for the academics, researchers, librarians, archivists and students to share their experiences with the digital tools, the challenges they face and the solutions they find in using such tools. In other words, the Digital Orientalist seeks to promote interaction between people actively using the digital tools for academic purposes with those who are eager to hear and learn more about these experiences. In this sense, the Digital Orientalist connects people with different backgrounds who have a common interest: the interest in using digital tools in research.

As noted, contributors often write about their own projects, the limitations and difficulties associated with these projects, or their experiences engaging with the resources developed by other scholars. For instance, Charles Riley of the Yale University Library who acts as the Digital Orientalist’s African Studies editor has contributed an extensive series of posts exploring issues pertaining to different African languages including its scripts and fonts, (Riley, 2018a and 2018b) relevant resources for their study, (Riley, 2019a and 2019b) encoding and its issues, (Riley, 2019c, 2019d and 2019e) and cataloging (Riley, 2019f) amongst other topics. These posts, whilst diverse in terms of linguistic focus, have helped to elucidate issues experienced by African studies scholars and disseminate information pertaining to the intercourse between African Studies and the Digital Humanities to a wider audience. Several of the Digital Orientalist’s contributors and editors have also contributed to an ongoing series on digital mapping. This series began with Deniz Çevik’s (McGill University) two-part post on using the software Leaflet in order to create digital maps from historical data (Çevik, 2019a and 2019b). This was followed by Japan Studies Editor, James Morris’s (University of Tsukuba), review of mobile applications for accessing historical Japanese maps, (Morris, 2019a) and Islamic Studies Editor, Alex Mallett’s (University of Waseda) tutorial for using Google Maps as a visualization tool for historical data pertaining to the origins of Muslim slaves in 16th and 17th Century Malta (Mallett, 2019). A more recent contribution in this series was by Indian Studies Editor, Giulia Buriola (University of Rome), who explored using qGIS to overlay modern and historical Indian maps (Buriola, 2019). These diverse posts on mapping provide readers with concrete examples of the potential uses of mapping software in different academic fields and spatial contexts, whilst simultaneously guiding readers through how to use different pieces of mapping software and the potential limitations with these pieces of software. Other contributions have also offered experiential tutorials for readers, such as the recent guest post by Christine Roughan (New York University) who provided a tutorial on how to train OCR models for Arabic and Syriac with Kraken, (Roughan, 2019), Morris’s tutorials on making digital timelines with TimelineJS and interactive stories with Twine for use in the classroom, (Morris, 2019b and 2019c) Islamic Studies contributor, Maxim Abdul Latif’s tutorial on how to use Google Translate with a single click, (Abdul Latif, 2019) and Digital Orientalist’s owner, Cornelis van Lit’s tutorials for using Python to analyze Latin poetry (van Lit, 2017 and 2018a). The Digital Orientalist has also included occasional pieces on longer term, institutional projects such as Utrecht University’s “Bridging the Gap: Digital Humanities and the Arabic-Islamic corpus,” (Abdul Latif, 2018)
the YouTube Channel, Digital Hammurabi, (Lewis, 2019) and van Lit’s monograph project Among Digitized Manuscripts. (van Lit, 2018b and 2019) In summation, the publication showcases a breadth of often interrelated content pertaining to the often overlooked intercourse between the Digital Humanities and fields of non-Western study. Much of this material is experiential and focuses on contributors’ personal projects or their interactions with resources developed by other scholars or organizations.

This hands-on, low-key approach was quite unique in 2013 and still is. Most platforms dedicated to Digital Humanities are aimed at a more advanced level of using technology, are merely aggregates, or offer highly tailored tutorials. We opted to add to the discourse with something different, taking our inspiration from websites outside of academia, specifically the digital time management and personal development scene for creatives and entrepreneurs. This discourse generally offer small, easy to implement workflow improvements, which can be used one by one or at the same time. Such pieces of advice are often called “life hacks”, hence the name of one of the most publicly visible websites dedicated to this: Life Hacker. Since we speak from our own expertise as much as possible, and our audience is therefore primarily scholars, students, and librarians, we nevertheless sought to integrate ourselves as much as possible among scholarly online resources. The choice for a name was a primary way to convey this.

Choosing a name was not a rash decision. In brainstorming sessions terms such as “Toolkit” and “Islamic Studies” were favourites, reflecting the practical bend and Van Lit’s personal field. “Digital Orientalist” was ultimately favoured for a variety of reasons. One was that it found equivalents in the names The Digital Classicist and The Digital Medievalist. These initiatives are quite different from The Digital Orientalist in that they are less about knowledge production and more about bringing people into contact, in other words, being a learned society in their own right. Nevertheless, given the proximity of those two fields (Classics and Medieval Studies) to the fields regarded as Oriental, it was considered a good idea to look to them for best practices, among them the naming convention. Considering Van Lit’s area of expertise, “Digital Islamicist” would seem to be a natural candidate. However, the term “Islamicist” was deemed to be too close to “Islamist”, a term generally used to denote a fundamentalist or otherwise radicalized Muslim. With the proliferation of “online jihad”, any confusion needed to be avoided. Beyond that, the problems a typical student or scholar faces in Islamic Studies, are also present in other fields. Even though the articles of the first years only use Islamic Studies as a case study, choosing a name more general than Islamic Studies encouraged the reader to think of applications of the solutions offered to similar problems in other fields. Similarly, through choosing a name more general than Islamic Studies, The Digital Orientalist has ensured that it is not restricted to a single field, and as mentioned now publishes on several fields and geographic regions. This brings us to a final reason to choose The Digital Orientalist, namely, its pithy encapsulation of the mission of the website: to bring into harmony two aspects of our work that seem diametrically opposed. Our work rests on sources and methodologies that far precede the digital age and do not assume it. Yet, our daily reality is to sit behind a computer and use and produce digital resources. How are the two to be married? The term “digital orientalist” consists of a noun and an adjective; the noun is “orientalist”, which inherently claims that we are scholars of our fields first, and only
in that capacity are we changed or characterized by the adjective “digital”, indicating that we can (and should) adopt digital traits to enhance our work and workflow.

Reclaiming the terms “Orientalist” and “Orientalism”

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the term “Orientalist” was generally used to describe a European or American scholar who drew in their Humanities research on the Orient (Macfie, 2002: 3), by which everything beyond the Bosporus could be included. The term lived a very precise breaking point with the publication of Edward Said’s (1935–2003) 1978 book Orientalism (MacKenzie, 1995: 2), soon followed by other, related criticisms (Macfie, 2002: 5–7). It is worth quoting John MacKenzie in full here to understand the impact Said had;

[Said’s work] transformed “Orientalism”, in which the Orient is appropriated by the Occident by being turned into a structure of myth prefabricated for western use, into one of the most ideologically charged words in modern scholarship (MacKenzie, 1995: 4).

For Said, the mistaken epistemological and existential dichotomy between Orient and Occident and the inappropriate power dynamic of the Occident speaking on behalf of the Orient, were entangled and interdependent with research of teaching on the Orient (Said, 2003: 2–4), and so the latter had to go too if the others were to be challenged effectively.

A fair number of institutions and learned societies went so far as changing their name, to reflect a turn to “Area Studies” (Halbfass, 1997). This, however, meant that cohesion or mutual influence between different “areas” became underemphasized, while the modern era became overemphasized as areas became easier to define with the rise of nation states. Furthermore, whereas “Orientalism” had become associated with European colonial projects, “Area Studies” became associated with American Cold War foreign policy (Winichakul, 2016: 1). This has led to the development of a discipline and an associated culture which Vicente L. Rafael notes has;

been integrated into larger institutional networks, ranging from universities to foundations, that have made possible the reproduction of a North American style of knowing, one that is ordered toward the proliferation and containment of Orientalisms and their critiques (Rafael, 1994: 91).

Moreover, as Claudia Derichs notes, the process of defining areas of study according to an “Area Studies” framework is based on political decisions and do not necessarily reflect empirical realities (Derichs, 2014). It is, then, only natural for us scholars who are faced with similar issues to not meet on the terms of “Area Studies” but to seek a different vocabulary.

One candidate could be “Cultural Studies”. As elucidated by Mario Aguilar, the study of “culture” has historically and contemporarily relied on an assumed cultural uniformity of its subjects’ culture (Aguilar, 2004: 299–313). Thus we are faced with problems reminiscent of “Religious Studies” and its struggle of the inherent Protestant bias in the definition of religion (Asad, 1993: 27–54; Platvoet & Molendijk, 1999). Indeed, it strikes us all too close to Said’s original criticism of Orientalism. It is therefore for our purposes of no particular use.

If we reflect back on our initial ambition, to meet each other on common issues in our methods and practices, we can see that one umbrella term would be methodology
insofar as a computer is involved. Such a discussion could, of course, be called “Digital Humanities,” but here in lies an issue. We are not concerned with any discussion on how to use computers in Humanities research.

**When the Orient meets the Digital World**

15 For the fields that fall under the umbrella term “Oriental”, research is based on historical records often consisting of manuscripts, structures, coins, and art. Computer technology offers the opportunity to bring together sources of mixed nature, because each can be represented by a digital surrogate. Whereas coins and manuscripts, for example, are made of different materials with different methods, in the digital sphere they are both digital files (image and text files) made in identical ways. Thus, whereas coins and manuscripts were hard to integrate in a research project before the advent of the computer because of the radically different approaches needed and because they are often stored in entirely different places and institutionalized differently, now it is relatively easy to have them exist side by side, in both the research and the publication phase.

16 Our fields also have in common that our source materials are usually kept in faraway and disparate places. In the digital world, however, it is possible to bring together sources from all over the world into one workflow. This kind of opportunity can make an enormous impact on our fields—where before we needed to invest large sums of money to take trips to faraway libraries and maybe have enough time to study a few manuscripts in total, we now have the ability to pool together a larger set of manuscripts for less money, and on top of that have the ability to compare the manuscripts side by side in real time.

17 It may seem that processing ancient manuscripts is common to other fields such as Medieval Studies, but our manuscripts are different in kind. The most notable differences with manuscripts as they are known in Europe are the materials used, the shape and the method of usage of the codex, and the climate in which they were produced and stored. The content itself is distinctly different too. For examples, we may encounter different directions of writing, different number systems, different calendars, and different naming conventions. All these differences make the Western-built world of consumer technology an ill fit to our needs and even DH specific tools often do not offer the support for even the most basic of our needs (for example, right to left writing direction). Thus, while it is true that among our fields there is still considerable difference, what unites us is the need to adapt off-the-shelf solutions (usually developed within fields focused on Europe). Since resources are incredibly limited, and the problems we face particularly specific, solutions are not going to come from anyone but ourselves. As the entry level to use technology in an active, productive sense gets lower as time progresses, we propose that herein lies the strength of technology for us: we are now more than ever able to adapt and transform solutions to the needs specific to our field.

18 What separates us too is that our source material is preserved in a different way. Much of our resources are often available in faraway countries within libraries with often very little means to support researchers. Ironically, with human labour being the biggest cost for digitization, it is exactly the institutions we rely on that have the easiest time digitizing their collections. For many of our oriental fields, the corpus of available
digitized manuscripts is many times larger than what is available in comparable fields focused on Europe. It should be noted that this can come at the cost of quality, but for most purposes the digital surrogates are sufficient.

Lastly, what unites us and sets us apart from other fields is the limited quantity and low quality of metadata available, in other words, the catalogues. This is nothing to be proud of, for us, since most fields in Oriental studies sorely lack advanced catalogues, let alone a good grasp of what is available out there. Researchers in fields concerned with Europe have a much more advantageous starting position, since they can use the catalogue details and other meta data that are already there (and probably available in a digital, user friendly way) to jump straight into the interesting bits. We, on the other hand, may have to move across all stages of work on the object: from digging up, to identifying, to cataloguing, to digitizing, and only then to singling out the most interesting bits for inclusion in our research. The computer technology available today makes all of this more or less possible, even for a lone researcher. Large-scale digitization of documents and manuscripts made the historical records accessible more than ever. A digitized manuscript can be accessed through the online catalogues and can be read with the help of computerized manuscript, palaeography and textual analysis tools. Either online or part of the curricula, text mining and analytics courses became more and more popular among humanities scholars. Although textual records are still of great importance for the archives, graphic and cartographic material took on a new significance in the Digital Era as the data they contain can be processed and manipulated by different tools. A digitized version of a historical map that was long forgotten in the archives can now be used by a humanities researcher as a base map in a cartography project. While other scholars in the Humanities may be satisfied with being passive users of technology, scholars in Oriental disciplines can, with only little training, become active producers of technology to solve issues that are part and parcel of their work.

Oriental studies is quite different from other fields in one other aspect, namely, the necessity to incorporate sources from a variety of languages with different scripts. Sometimes this is needed because the same phenomenon is reported in different languages, and sometimes it is needed to trace the trajectory of a text across centuries and continents. Native support for the languages and scripts we are interested in is getting better, especially since the advent of Unicode. However, there are still cases where not all details of a script can be captured or where a script is simply missing. As such, we are often faced with relying fully or mixing in Latin script, unable to let our sources speak in their own words. Thus, on one hand we are happy to be able to encode these different texts and connect them to create a flexible digital environment in which different texts can be turned on and off at will. On the other hand, we often have to be creative to capture the details that matter to us, and we have to endure that technology is fundamentally developed by and for a Western audience. For example, why is it that programming languages and encoding standards (such as TEI) are English? And why is it that much of the most valuable parts of the internet are stored on servers in the US or the European Union, political entities which then go on to claim to have jurisdiction over them? Is this an obscene barrier to entry, a flagrant example of how Orientalism in the bad sense of the word is still holding sway? We are not in a place to pursue this point, but we do think that we ought to look for solutions to the limitations that are imposed on us, and doing so in an interdisciplinary setting is very fruitful.
Digital Orientalism at the Universities

21 Our reclaiming of the term Orientalism for academic and digital purposes lies not only in an awareness of shared digital aspects of ours, but also a shared desire for formal education and training in digital tools designed specifically for Oriental studies programs. A standardized training in digital tools with a focus in Oriental Studies research could also increase demand for new digital tools specific to Orientalists, which may in turn encourage the consumer software industry to offer more inclusive products. This brings us to the importance of integrating digital approaches into the Oriental Studies undergraduate and graduate level programs.

22 Such an approach requires a full-fledged definition of what we mean by “digital aspects” of research in Oriental Studies compared to the “non-digital aspects”. First, we argue that the “digital aspects” do not signal the demise of the analogue or conventional methods but they rather build upon them. Having a digital aspect is a preference over the non-digital aspects, not the abandonment of the entire traditionally established theories and methods. We agree with Birnbaum, Bonde and Kestemont when they say:

the “original” objects of our research are most often mediated by the printed or online text or the slide or digital image. The difference between the digital humanities and their less digital counterpart has become more a matter of degree than of kind (2017: 3).

23 Second, the use of data in humanities and social sciences existed long before the Digital Humanities (DH) emerged as a discipline. John Snow’s famous discovery of the relationship between cholera cases and water pumps in London was based on an early attempt of data visualization in mid-19th century (Paneth, Rachman & Rip, 2003: 397). His study was very straightforward: he identified and mapped the location of each death and that of the water pump. A simple data visualization and mapping task convincingly uncovered the mystery around cholera.

24 In today’s digital world following the advances in computer science, cutting-edge web technologies and digital tools, one would think that it is much easier to do what John Snow has done with paper and pencil. There is indeed an extensive variety of tools that students and scholars can use for their research in humanities and social sciences no matter what areas they are interested in. However, as the number of these tools grows, four important elements also change accordingly: the complexity of the tools increases, the access becomes a more complicated issue, the documentation becomes longer and not all areas and disciplines benefit equally from existing tools. The better the tools become, the more guidance the users need. As Elias Muhanna argues, “This transformation in the technique and approach of scholarship prompts us to consider the lines of inquiry opened by these new resources, just as it asks the question of what methodological instincts and practices may be eroded by the rise of computational paradigms” (2016: 3).

25 Dennis Tenen’s (2016: 83) interpretation of the digital humanities as the “computational turn” of humanities is quite helpful to understand why the time has come for the departments to consider updating their undergraduate and graduate curricula. According to Tenen, DH is part of this wider phenomenon of computationalization that all major disciplines have experienced, and it merely is the...
historian’s, the literary scholar’s and the philosopher’s turn (Ibid.: 83). The argument here is twofold: first, humanities disciplines are not the first and only ones that encounter the dilemma of adopting or neglecting the technology and second, digital tools can supplement “the traditional research toolkit” of the humanities, just as it did for other fields such as social sciences, linguistics, natural sciences (Ibid.: 83). At this point, a question arises—a question that is of interest to all humanities departments but especially the programs that correspond to our definition of Oriental studies. Why do most undergraduate programs in history, in literature and in area studies not include courses on digital humanities’ tools whereas their counterparts in geography, in sociology, in psychology include practical courses such as on GIS, data science, and quantitative methods? Why do we think that a text mining or a digital curation course for Oriental studies programs are not as crucial as a GIS course for a geography program? The reason lays not only in our perception of humanities as theory-oriented disciplines that lack technical components but also in departments’ understanding of what an Oriental Studies scholar should look like. The stereotypical perception of an Oriental Studies Scholar working with dusty manuscripts written in exotic scripts is perhaps more alive than we like to admit. Forbidding the term “Oriental” does not solve this perception, indeed, it merely hides it. This is why we wish to bring the term to the surface again, to pierce through the false romanticism that our work could only be done when we are in a dusty archive, and to advance the idea that we can and should be computer literate just as the scholars of other fields. Additionally, as long as computer technology is not sufficiently integrated into our curricula, it remains important to bundle our strengths and exchange best practices.

Even so, we argue that the fields of Oriental Studies require more attention from both the scholarly and technical communities. As we outlined above, there are different factors that differentiate Oriental Studies from other fields in terms of interaction with digital tools. Due to these factors, both students and scholars can find themselves in a paradoxical position where they must act as both creators and users of the digital tools, as it is often the case that specific adaptations need to be made to off-the-shelf software. For the long-term future, it would be excellent to see undergraduate and graduate programs include training to create or adapt computer technology, for the short-term future, all we can ask for is to do it ourselves. By combining our strengths and starting a conversation across our fields, we stand a much better chance of making progress already now.

The second reason why our field requires more attention is the disproportionality of resources of Digital Humanities across the globe. It is no secret that an overwhelming majority of the Digital Humanities centers are in Europe and North America (Risam, 2017: 379). Risam’s findings align with the criticisms of Eurocentrism in Digital Humanities as outlined by Sharpe and Powell (2018: 167). This means that our partners (libraries, museums, archives, etc.) often lack the expertise, equipment and logistics that are taken for granted in Europe. It further means that university programs in the regions whose history we study suffer an even greater lack of formal education opportunities as our colleagues do in European institutions. This, again, puts a higher emphasis on being self-reliant and requires not only passive, consumer knowledge but active, producer knowledge of computer technology.
Conclusion

Through similar motivations and similar dissatisfactions, we have sought conversation partners on discussing best practices of using computer technology in our research. As those partners are very few in each of our respective fields, we have found it tremendously beneficial to look over the boundaries of our disciplines and meet each other. This is what The Digital Orientalist is first and foremost: a place to exchange best practices that are rooted in examples of a specific field but can be applied elsewhere. Since technological and institutional challenges are similar for the fields formerly known as “Oriental”, we have found it beneficial to revive this term. Despite all its bad implications, it serves for us as the greatest common divisor while also reminding ourselves of the formidable task at hand: to bring cutting-edge technology into the tested and tried practices and methods of our fields.
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NOTES


3. Such as Digital Humanities Now (<http://digitalhumanitiesnow.org>). In this category also fall weblogs, of which there are plenty run by people in Digital Humanities.

4. Such as the projects page of The European Association for Digital Humanities (<https://eadh.org/projects>), or TAPoR (<http://tapor.ca/>).


7. This is true for similar resources, such as indexes, concordances, and bibliographies. The Index Thomisticus, often regarded as the beginning of DH, is a prime example of this. See <http://www.corpusthomisticum.org> and a continuation at <https://itreebank.marginalia.it>.

8. One example of this is: <https://www.sehir.edu.tr/en/research/research-centers/center-for-urban-studies>.

9. There are examples that this need not be the case, for programming in Arabic, see <https://github.com/SimplyAhmazing/noor> and <http://nas.sr/فبل/>.
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